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ABSTRACT 
 
 
DNA is not only among the most important molecules in life, but a meeting point for biology, 
physics and chemistry, being studied by numerous techniques. Theoretical methods can help 
in gaining a detailed understanding of DNA structure and function, but their practical use is 
hampered by the multiscale nature of this molecule. In this regard, the study of DNA covers a 
broad range of different topics, from sub-Angstrom details of the electronic distributions of 
nucleobases, to the mechanical properties of millimeter-long chromatin fibers. Some of the 
biological processes involving DNA occur in femtoseconds, while others require years. In this 
review, we describe the most recent theoretical methods that have been considered to study 
DNA, from the electron to the chromosome, enriching our knowledge on this fascinating 
molecule. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

DNA is a long, flexible, and structurally polymorphic molecule, and its theoretical 
description is challenged by its intrinsic multiscale nature. DNA is thus a complex multi-
resolution molecule whose theoretical study requires moving in an extremely wide range of 
sizes and time scales (Figure 1). If extended, the nuclear DNA existing in a human cell would 
measure one meter, while the distance between base pairs (bp) is in the Å-scale (10–10 m). 
Some changes in DNA, like those aging-related occur in the year time-scale (108–1010 sec), 
others, like the chromatin reorganization along cell cycle, happen in the day time-scale (105 
sec); the local breathing of nucleobases occurs in the millisecond range (10–3 sec), while 
electronic rearrangements take placein the sub-femtosecond time-scale (< 10–15 sec).   

During the last years we have witnessed the development of a wide repertoire of 
theoretical methods that aimed to reproduce the properties of DNA, either isolated or protein 
bound. Even if primitive, these methods allow researchers to consider the DNA at different 
resolution levels, and provide information of great value on the structure, dynamics, and 
interactions of this fascinating molecule. We will briefly summarize some of these most recent 
theoretical approaches, focusing our analysis on the contributions of the last three years, 
when the field has experienced a significant improvement.  

For the sake of simplicity, throughout this manuscript we will classify theoretical 
methods in four groups, according to their level of resolution (Figure 1): i) electronic, ii) 
atomistic, iii) coarse grained, and iv) mesoscopic. It is worth noting that moving in the 
resolution space means moving also in the methodological space, since the basic physical 
models underlying the different approaches vary considering the resolution level, from 
quantum mechanical calculations when dealing with electronic problems, to ideal fiber 
models when studying chromatin (Figure 1). 

 

ELECTRONIC STUDIES 

Quantum Mechanics (QM) provides a theoretical framework where in principle, high 
quality results can be obtained for any system, without any ad hoc parameterization. 
Unfortunately, QM methods are very costly, even when the most efficient programs like 
SIESTA [1] or BIGDFT [2,3] and the fastest supercomputers are available. Use of QM methods 



in the nucleic acids world is then quite limited to the study of small model systems, where QM 
calculations are feasible, and to its combination with classical atomistic MM (Molecular 
Mechanics) methods to study processes of quantum nature involving macro-molecules, which 
cannot be studied only at the MM level (see Subsection Atomistic studies). 

Hobza’s and     n  ’s g  u s hav  w  k d f   many y a s  n th  us   f high l v l QM 
to describe the basic nature of nucleotide interactions using model systems [4,5]. Their work 
provided good understanding of the nucleic acids interactions, and benchmarks datasets for 
force fields validations. Recent examples of this type of works involved detailed analysis of 
backbone rotamers in DNA [6] and RNA [7] and the impact of ion polarization on the 
stabilization of certain quadruplexes, which are very difficult to represent by means of 
classical force-fields [8]. The same groups used also QM to study another complicate DNA 
motif: the complex of two G-DNA quartets with a monovalent cation. Calculations revealed 
important differences between MM and QM descriptions of the system, and predicted the 5'-
anti-anti-3' GpG dinucleotide step to be the most stable one, closely followed by the 5'-syn-
anti-3' step, in agreement with the experiments [9•]. However, the study also illustrated the 
problems of using ultra-reduced systems in these model QM calculations. Similar conclusions 
on the strengthand limitations of QM theory applied to nucleic acids were obtainedby the 
same group in their study of the Sarcin-Ricin internal loop[10].Following similar ideas and 
approaches other groups have recently explored specific details of nucleobase interactions in 
c  tain ty  s  f DNA. F    xam l , Phan’s g  u  cha act  iz d th  guanin  bas  stacking in G-
quadruplex nucleic acids [11], and Parker and coworkers described the nature of - stacking 
of nucleobases using symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT), finding good predictive 
power, but detecting again the limitations implicit to the reduced size of the model systems 
[12••]. Nawort and coworkers used DFT theory to analyze the impact of the presence of 
2’thi u idin  and d g adati n    ducts in tRNA  n the fidelity of the translation process [13], 
and Brovarets & H v  un us d Bad  ’s th   y and DFT    MP2 calculati ns t  cha act  iz  
the probability of occurrence of ground-state tautomerization of the G-C Watson-Crick base 
pairby a double proton transfer (DPT) [14]. The latter is a process that was suggested as a 
source of spontaneous mutations in DNA, but these accurate QM calculations [14] provided 
convincing evidence that in reality G·C double proton transfer is too rare to have any 
important role as asource of point mutations. All these studies (selected among many others 
not cited here due to space limitations) have shown the potential of high-level QM calculations 
as a source of detailed information on nucleotide conformation, and on specific interactions 



involving nucleobases, but we are still far from the time when high-level QM methods could 
be used to study the dynamic properties of long pieces of solvated DNA. 

When the QM level of theory is reduced, it can be possible to introduce entire (small) 

nucleic acids and describe them at the dynamic level. Thus, Arcella et al. [15] used ab initio 

Car-Pa  in ll  M l cula  Dynamics (CPMD) with G imm ’s c    cti ns t  study th  chang s in 
covalent topology in a small DNA hairpin when subjected to electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometry (MS-ESI). The authors used an extended (up to 100 microsecond) classical MD 
sampling to select hundreds of snapshots, whichwere nextsubjected to CPMD for several 
picoseconds (total QM sampling in the multi-nanosecond regime). Very encouraging, during 
the QM dynamics they sampled a significant number of proton transfer processes, refusing 
th n th  “d gma” that c val nt st uctu   is unalt   d in a M -ESI experiment. 

Even the fastest QM methods are inefficient to study long fragments of DNA, but QM is 
needed if we are interested in the study of processes where significant rearrangement of the 
electron distribution occurs, which generates a strong limitation in our current research 
capabilities. Fortunately, in those cases where the electron redistribution can be localized in a 
small portion of the DNA, we can use hybrid QM/MM approaches, where a small part of the 
system is treated at the QM level, while the rest is represented classically. A clear example of 
use of QM/MM methods in the DNA world is found in the study of reactivity. For example in a 
recent work Molina et al. [16], combined QM and QM/MM calculations with X-Ray time-course 
data to describe the complex catalytic mechanism of a restriction enzyme [16]. The authors 
found a new reaction paradigm for nucleases, where the nucleolytic reaction proceed in two 
steps, with the attacking water molecule being activated by the targeted phosphate group –
the rate limiting step– t  lat      t nat  th  O3’ at m and b  ak the phosphodiester bond.  

QM/MM calculations require of an efficient QM method, which explains the popularity 
of semiempirical Hamiltonians (often recalibrated to study reactions involving nucleic acids 
[17]). Recent successful example of semiempirical QM/MM calculation applied to nucleic 
acids include the study of the catalytic mechanism of the Human Flap Endonuclease (hFEN1) 
[18],    th   xc ll nt w  k by Tuñ n’s g  u  [19] on the mechanism of action of N6-
adenosine methyltransferase, for which they described an ordered stepwise mechanism: 
methylation followed by proton abstraction of the targeted N6 atom of the adenine.  However, 
it should be mentioned that even if the semiempirical methods are convenient in terms of 
sampling, and they are able to reproduc  kin tic       ti s, th y might signi icantly dist  t 
th  calculat d   t ntial and f     n  gy su fac s, as   c ntly f und by Mly nsky  et al., in their 



description of the catalytic mechanism of Hairpin ribozyme [20]. Clearly, carefully calibration 
of semiempirical methods is required in those cases where these methods are the only 
alternative in QM/MM MD studies. 

Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) has been also implemented in the context 
of QM/MM studies of nucleic acids. An example is the study of intra-strand oxidative crosslink 
lesions in DNA [21,22]. We cannot ignore, however, that CPMD has also known caveats that 
can limit its accuracy, making it desirable to move to higher levels of QM theory for the inner 
part of the QM/MM calculation. A few examples in this direction have been recently published. 
For example, Zhang and coworkers used DFT (Density Functional Theory) Born-Oppenheimer 
molecular dynamics to study the catalytic mechanism of the nucleotidyl transfer reaction in 
human DNA polymerase kappa. They described the activation of the 3'-OH primer terminus, 
the following associative nucleotidyl transfer reaction and accordingly, were able to explain 
the bypass of major benzo(a)pyrene-derived dG lesion by the enzyme [23].  

Another case where the QM level of theoryis required, and where coupling 
betweenMM and QM description is needed, is the study of charge transfer (CT) in DNA. It is 
wid ly kn wn that th   v  la  ing π syst m  f stack d nucl  bas s can m diat  th  t ansf   
of electrical charges (both electrons and electron holes) over long distances. The study of this 
process has a large interest to understand its impact onbiological processes as DNA repair, 
and can be of paramount importance in the field of DNA nanotechnology, but it is 
handicapped by the need of using a QM representation on a large, flexible, and highly coupled 
system. Different authors have tried to circumvent the problem by performing QM 
calculations using MM-derived ensembles. As a recent example, Lech and coworkers [24] 
studied the effective electronic coupling (V) in different G-motives at the INDO/S level of 
theory. In their study, they considered 1000 G-tetrad (G4) models built from a MM MD-
derived ensemble and found that the G-tetradorientation plays a key role in the electron hole 
t ans   t within th  π stacks. On the other hand, Livshits and coworkers studied the charge 
transfer properties in G4-DNA molecules adsorbedon a micasurface, which they 
experimentally observed to transport significant current over long distances (> 100 nm) [25]. 
More importantly -and based on their theoretical calculations- they pointed out to a thermally 
activated hopping between multi-tetrad segments as the physical mechanism that explains 
the long-range conductivity. In another recent work, Bacolla et al. performed multiple 
Ionization Potential (IPs) calculations at the QM(DFT)/MM level over a set of structures 
sampled with classical MD simulations, to study the sequence context-dependent mutagenesis 
at mononucleotide repeats (A-tracts and G-tracts). Interestingly, their work suggests a key 



role for electron transfer in sequence-dependent mutagenesis [26]. With similar objectives, 
others authors have followed different approaches, for example, Kubar & Elstner proposed a 
multi-scale method combining a non-adiabatic propagation scheme and a linear scaling QM 
approach in a QM/MM coupling framework [27] to study charge hopping in a double-stranded 
DNA sequence. 

A last area of DNA research where QM level is clearly required is for the prediction of the 
photophysical and spectroscopic properties. The latter imply the evaluation of not only the 
ground, but also the excited-states of nucleotides, which is out of the possibilities of MM 
calculations. Very recently, for example, a combination of MD and QM (DFT and Time 
Dependent DFT (TD-DFT))/MM description of the excited states have been used to recover 
the UV absorption and Electronic Circular Dichroism (ECD) spectra of different DNA 
sequences. This opens a way to connect the ECD signals to specific structural patterns, 
widening the range of applicability of this spectroscopic technique. Using a QM(DFT)/MM 
scheme, Spata & Matsika were able to compute the UV absorption and ECD spectra of an 
adenine-based oligonucleotide [28], finding that the mixing between charge-transfer and 
excited states properties is essential to explain photophysics in DNA. Similarly, Gatusso et al. 
have recently modeled the ECD spectra of different double helix B-DNA sequences [29]. The 
authors proposed a general method consisting on the combination of atomistic MD to havea 
reasonable sampling of the configuration space with a QM/MM coupling scheme to obtain the 
properties of excited states of single chromophores. Finally, Zelený et al. performed 
QM(DFT)/MM surface hopping dynamic calculations to study the photophysical properties of 
cytosine and guanine [30], finding significant differences between the decay rates of the photo 
excited states corresponding to G and C. Interestingly, while the DNA environment does not 
hamper the photo-deactivation of cytosine, major deactivation happens for G, which is 
explained by the dramatic reduction of the out-of-plane motions of the NH2 group of G, when 
inserted in duplex DNA [30]. 

 

ATOMISTIC STUDIES 

There are many cases of interest where the electronic degrees of freedom of DNA can 
be ignored, and the molecule can be represented as a set of atoms whose interactions are 
approximated by simple classical expressions, which are parameterized to reproduce 
experimental observables or high-level QM calculations. This severe simplification allows 



dramatically accelerating the calculations [31–33•], and is widely used in theoretical studies 
of DNA. 

The accuracy of atomistic classical MD simulations is determined by: i) the similarity 
between the simulated and the real system; ii) the quality of the sampling; and iii) the 
accuracy of the force-field. Major efforts in software and hardware development allowed the 
extension of the size of the simulated models, making them closer to real systems. 
Furthermore, dramatic improvement in sampling has been achieved by either increasing the 
length of the individual trajectories, or the number of collected replicas [33•,34]. We can 
expect that this tendency will continue in the near future, and most likely the force-field 
inaccuracy will become the Achilles heel of atomistic MD. The refinement of force-fields 

should then be considered a priority in the field. 

Second generation force-fields, such as AMBER parm99 [35], were the prevalent ones 
for a decade, but started to show major problems around ten years ago [36] when computers 
allowed us to perform multi-nanosecond simulations, evidencing errors that did not appear in 
shorter trajectories. Re-parameterization efforts provided corrected force-fields, such as 
parmbsc0 [37], which has allowed to use MD to simulate DNA [31,32,38–40•]. Nevertheless, 
as the simulation regime approached the s regime and newer systems were analyzed, errors 
in these improved force-fields emerged. These errors include unrealistic instability at the 
ends of the helix, under-twisting, or corruption of some non-canonical structures in long 
trajectories [33•,38,40•–44••]. This has encouraged further refinements, which are becoming 
now available to the community. For example, the Czech group has introduced specific 
corrections to improve sampling around  and  degrees of freedom [42,43]. In parallel, 
MacK   ll’s group has developed an updated version of the CHARMM force field 
(CHARMM36), which corrected several inaccuracies of previous releases of this family of 
force-fields [45]. More recently, our group has presented parmbsc1, a new force-field 
validated with more than 140 s of trajectories, covering more than 100 different DNA 
structures [44••].  

There are, however, some intrinsic problems that even the most recent force-fields 
should face, and whose correction is far from trivial. The most important one is linked to the 
simplicity of the non-bonded potentials. For example, Chen and Garcia have suggested that 
stacking is overestimated by AMBER family of force-fields [46], an idea that has been 
supported by other authors [47], which compared theoretical and experimental estimates of 
stacking free energy of nucleobases, finding that the force-field overestimates stacking by 



~1.5 kcal·mol–1. Without arguing on the validity of the results, some caution is needed in their 
interpretation since: i) differences around 1 kcal·mol–1 are probably within the range of 
accuracy of a classical force-field; ii) experimental numbers are extremely noisy [47]; and iii) 
inference of an experimental observable from atomistic simulations is always dependent on 
th  a bit a y lab ling  f “b und” and “unb und” stat s in th  simulati ns [48]. In any case, if 
such overestimation exists, its impact on the formation of DNA structures should be clarified, 
since the geometry of a freely stacked base pair is very different to that found in DNA. Some 
efforts on determining experimentally stacking free energy in DNA duplex environment were 
published 15 years ago, but again large uncertainties appear in the reported values. As an 
example, performing similar experiments, Santa Lucia and coworkers obtained a free energy 
of stacking for AC of around –1 kcal·mol–1 [49], while Kool and coworkers obtained a value 
around –2 kcal·mol–1 [50]. Recalibration of stacking, if needed, should start from a careful 
characterization of the physical origins of any potential bias, which can be related to a bad 
balance of hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, to a poor electrostatic model for 
nucleosides, to incorrect van der Waals terms for nucleobases, or to the intrinsic 
shortcomings of a pair-wise additive spherically-shaped non-bonded potential. In any case, at 
least in our hands, a simple scaling of van der Waals parameters [46] produced incorrect 
representations of DNA duplexes and we cannot recommend it. 

Š  n  ’s g  u  has  x l   d in a s  i s  f articles the intrinsic errors associated to the 
use of classical force-fields [6–9•,51], pointing towards the neglect of a specific polarization 
term as one of the major source of uncertainties in current classical simulations. It is 
impossible to argue against the importance of polarization [52], but the field has been very 
reluctant to use polarized force-fields, not only because of the extra-cost on the calculation, 
but also because the final results were not brilliant. During these last years, remarkable 
advances have been made in improving polarized force-fields by McCammon and Pande [53], 
and by Roux and MacKerell [54•], who developed an efficient polarization algorithm based on 
D ud ’s  scillat  . In our hands, this force-field provides good representation of the DNA 
duplex in the 10–1 s regime, but at the expense of extra computation cost. MacKerell and 
coworkers have used their polarized DNA force-field to study, for example, fine details of 
DNA-ion interactions, or the electronic mechanism of base flipping [54•–57]. In our 
opinion,after decades of theoretical and methodological discussion [52], polarized force-fields 
like those developed by the CHARMM-community are reaching maturity, and should be 
seriously considered for MD simulations of DNA. 



Though imperfect, current pair-wise additive force-fields have been widely used to 
study many aspects of DNA. For example, the ABC consortium has collected microsecond-long 
trajectories of all the unique tetramer sequences in B-DNA, characterizing the sequence-
dependent physical properties of duplex DNA under physiological conditions [40•]. One of 
the unexpected results emerging from this massive study is the existence of large non-
harmonic movements affecting some base pair steps (bps) in certain tetramer environments. 
This result argue the prevalent idea that DNA deformation can be described by means of near-
neighbor harmonic models [40•]. An in-depth analysis of non-harmonic deformations in DNA 
[41,58] characterized the atomistic mechanisms of this movement, the role of ions in DNA 
polymorphism, and the surprising correlation between apparently disconnected degrees of 
freedom in the DNA.  

The idea that B-DNA is polymorphic and that different states can coexist in its 
equilibrium ensemble has been widely explored in the last years by different authors 
[30,33,58–63], putting special emphasis on the base fraying [59–63], due to its role in DNA 
recognition, repair, and strand slippage. The impact of DNA polymorphism in DNA allosterism 
[64] has been also the subject of the work of several groups [62,65], while others centered 
their efforts in understanding the origin of DNA curvature [66]. Minicircles, a specially curved 
form of DNA traditionally challenging for the field due to the high mechanical tension that 
they can incorporate, have been recently revisited by different authors who explored the 
origins of superhelicity and the limits of the elastic response of DNA to distortion [66,67].  

Different groups have made efforts to study not only small near-equilibrium 
relaxations of DNA but to follow large conformational transitions, a very challenging topic 
considering the difficulty to sample complex and slow processes. In an interesting article, 
Yang et al. used biased MD simulations to study the Watson-Crick to Hoogsteen transition in 
duplex DNA [68], finding a complex landscape with at least two major pathways, which 
explains well experimental data. This transition was also the focus of the work of Brooks and 
Al-Hashimi [69], who determined the role of cytosine protonation in the transition combining 
experimental measures and constant pH simulations. Sagui and coworkers studied B to Z 
transitions in DNA [70], suggesting a putative mechanism for this extremely complex 
transition. Finally, Andricioaei and coworkers explored the physical mechanism of the first 
stages of DNA unzipping [71]. 

During these last years the community has made a large effort in understanding the 
interplay between ion atmosphere and DNA. Ions are known to have a dramatic effect in 



modulating DNA properties. Increases in the ion concentration can change the equilibrium 
geometry of DNA, and even a small quantity of certain ions can stabilize unusual 
conformations. Lavery, Maddocks, and Zakrzewska have been particularly active in this field, 
describing the sequence-dependent distribution of monovalent ions in equilibrium B-DNA, 
and developing analysis tools that help to describe diffuse ionic environment surrounding 
DNA [72•,73]. Pan et al. studied how ion distributions change in different forms of DNA and 
compared them with those obtained for RNA [74], while Š  n  ´s g  u    -explored at the 
classical and quantum levels the unique ion atmosphere around G-quadruplexes [8]. As noted 
ab v , MacK   ll’s g  u  has b  n als  v  y activ   x l  ing th  d   nd nc   f the DNA 
structure on the nature of the neutralizing cation [57,75,76], and has provided convincing 
evidence of ion-induced changes in the groove geometries, which are very visible when small 
counterions (Li+) are used. Other authors took a step forward analyzing organic cations which 
might be quite abundant in certain cellular conditions. Thus, Sen et al. explored the effect of 
linear and cyclic diamines on DNA [77], while Sugimoto and coworkers [78], and Portella et al. 
[79], studied the effect of choline salts in DNA structure. The latter authors combined long MD 
simulations with NMR spectroscopy to characterize the nature of the choline+-DNA 
interaction along the grooves, finding an explanation for the violation of the Watson-Crick rule 
occurring in the presence of choline [79]. 

The flexibility of MD simulations allowed exploring the behavior of DNA in non-

physiological environments. For example, Arcella et al. combined experimental measures 
with classical and quantum dynamics to characterize the behavior of a small piece of DNA 
when moved to the vacuum [15], exploring the conformational and topological changes 
related to the transfer of DNA from water to apolar environments [80]. Portella et al. also 
combined experimental and simulation techniques to characterize the surprising stabilizing 
properties of pyridine at acidic pH [81], describing for the first time the strong anti-
cooperativity of two powerful denaturants (pyridine and the acidic media). The number of 
non-physiological media in which DNA has been investigated is endless and we will only 
mention works on lipids [82], different dendrimers [83,84], silica surface [85], graphene [86] 
and carbon nanotubes [87]. Finally, it is w  th n ting th   i n   ing w  k  f Cas ’s g  u  in 
considering a very unique environment: the crystal lattice, which somehow can be considered 
a surrogate of the crowded cellular environment [88]. It is still too early to be sure on the 
suitability of force-fields in some of these environments, which are very different to those 
considered in the calibration of the force-field, but it is clear that a new scenario for MD 
simulations of DNA has emerged in the last years.  



MD simulations have been extensively used to understand the structure and properties 
of modified DNAs, i.e., duplexes containing mutations, damaged by oxidative stress, 
containing mismatches, epigenetic modifications, or different types of covalent changes. The 
number of studies in this section is also endless, and we will cite those that might have had a 
larger impact in the understanding of the biology of modified DNAs. From this point of view, it 
is worth mentioning the works on the impact of the oxidization or deamination of guanine 
[89–92] on the properties and repairing mechanisms of DNA, as well as the studies on the 
DNA mismatches [93,94], or the UV-damaged DNAs [95,96].  

MD has been extensively used to explore epigenetic variants of DNA, especially of the 
most prevalent of such variants: the C5-methylated cytosine (MeC). Bianchi & Zangi explored 
the impact of cytosine methylation on base flipping [63], and the mechanisms of recognition 
by proteins of DNA containing MeC [97]. Broyde and coworkers used QM/MM to explore basic 
structural properties of DNA containing MeC [98], and Carvalho and coworkers [99] 
confirmed previous claims by other authors [100,101] that methylation largely alters the 
elastic properties of DNA. These studies suggested that methylation-related changes might 
affect the nucleosome binding, a hypothesis that has been confirmed in recent studies 
[102,103]. Finally, it is worth citing in this section the work by Esposito et al. [104], who 
combined a variety of theoretical techniques with experimental measures to characterize the 
impact of DNA methylation on the photoreactivity of DNA, opening new interpretations on the 
evolutionary origin of DNA methylation.  

MD has been traditionally used to study unusual forms of DNA, and among the 
different studies published during these last three years on this topic we should highlight here 
the work by Cleri and coworkers [105] on i-DNA wires, and a series of works originated from 
different laboratories [8,106–108] which explored different aspects of G-quadruplex. A very 
extended set of simulations on different unusual DNA structures (including triplexes, 
quadruplexes, parallel DNAs, hybrids, etc) was also published in the article presenting the 
new parmbsc1 force-field [44••], and available to the community from the BigNASim database 
[109]. 

Finally, we should mention the avalanche of works on DNA complexes.  A full review 
would be necessary to summarize the work done on this topic since multiple systems have 
been studied and analyzed by MD simulations, going from small drug-DNA to huge protein-
DNA complexes. We limit ourselves to comment works of general interest for the 
understanding of DNA interactions, or studies that provided information of strong biological 



significance. Among the first group of works, we should note the study of protein-DNA 
dissociation pathways by Yonetani & Kono [110], the discussion of specific and non-specific 
protein binding to DNA by Domene and coworkers [111], the study of phage maturation by 
Brooks and coworkers that highlighted the importance of pH-induced changes in DNA packing 
[112•], the work of Galindo-Murillo et al. on DNA intercalation [113], and finally a 
comprehensive work by de Ruiter and Zagrovic on the interaction of protein side chains with 
DNA [114]. Among the second family of studies, we should highlight the works centered on 
chromatin; especially those that are trying to connect epigenetic changes with chromatin 
structure and gene expression regulation. Worth noting the work of Erler et al. [115], on the 
role of histone tails on nucleosome structure, the analysis d n  by th  Pa  ian’s g  u   n the 
impact of acetylation on the structure of the tails [116], and a recent study by Collepardo-
Guevara et al., who combined atomistic MD, coarse grained simulations, and NMR 
spectroscopy to provide a mechanistic explanation of the role of histone acetylation in 
unpacking the nucleosome fiber [117•]. To finish this section, it is necessary to cite the work 
 f B  yd ’s g  u  [118] on the role of nucleosome architecture in altering interaction of DNA 
with repairing enzymes. 

 

COARSE-GRAIN STUDIES 

Coarse-graining (CG) is a common approach to handle large DNA systems that cannot 
be dealt with by means of atomistic models. Recent developments have expanded the 
accuracy of CG methods, especially for B-DNA, as extensively reviewed in a series of excellent 
articles by the groups of Levitt [119], Papoian [120], Marrink [121] and Noid [122] among 
others, and a book chapter by Leonarski and Trylska [123]. We will limit ourselves here to the 
latest (from 2013) advances in particle-based CG methods, both those oriented towards the 
study of DNA in biological context [124•–133], and those designed for nanocomposites (see 
the recent revisions of Yingling et al. [134] and Ouldridge [135]). Beyond this division, the 
oxDNA model by Ouldridge and coworkers [136–138], the 3SPN model by d  Pabl ’s g  u  
[131,133,134,139,140], and an extension [141•] of the DNA SIRAH model by Pantan ’s g  u  
[142] have been used in both fields. Despite the particle-based CG models reviewed here, it is 
worth to note the effort done by the community to build models at the interface of atomistic 
and coarse grain modeling, like the ones based on the flexibility of DNA bases considered as 
independent interacting rigid bodies where the ground state and the stiffness matrixes are 
taken from MD simulations [143,144], or the works done by Rohs and coworkers that used 



atomistic MC (Monte Carlo) simulations to derive a method for high-throughput DNA shape 
predictions [145-147]. 

The first decision in the development of a CG method is the number of effective 

beads used to represent each nucleotide. Most of the successful CG models use from 2 
(oxDNA [135–138], and Aksim nti v’s m d l [148]), or 3 (3SPN [131–133,139,140], BioModi 
[149]), to eight beads per nucleotide (see Figure 2, and Table 1 for more details). However, 
coarser models with five beads per base-pair step (four nucleotides), or even a single bead per 
nucleotide have emerged [126,127]. When more than one bead is used, all the models have 
chosen to place the beads in order to reproduce the position and connectivity existing 
between the backbone, the sugar puckering and the base (Figure 2). Due to the reduction in 
the number of particles, and hence in the degrees of freedom, systems containing dozens to 
thousands of bp have been successfully simulated (Table 1, and Figure 1), including ssDNA, 
dsDNA and DNA mini-circles. The second decision to be made in CG methods is the selection 
of the energy functional, which can be performed according to a top-down [124•,125••,129–
131,133,135–138,140,141•] or to a bottom-up approximation [126–128,148]. In the top-

down approach, the set of interactions is empirically parameterized, in a trial-and-error 
manner, to match experimentally determined thermodynamic properties (i.e. melting 
temperatures) or structural and mechanical features of double-stranded and single-stranded 
DNA. Simple equations, usually the same found in atomistic force-fields (see Subsection 
Atomistic Studies), are adjusted on the basis of physicochemical intuition to reproduce 
emergent structural or thermodynamics properties. In the bottom-up approach, effective CG 
interactions are extracted in a systematic and consistent way from reference atomistic 
simulations. Under the Statistical mechanics framework, the many-body Potential of Mean 
Force (PMF) for any specific coarse-grained system is completely specified by the underlying 
atomistic model and the chosen coarse-grain mapping. In practice, pair PMFs are used, and 
the parameters are determined iteratively. Finally, most of the potentials derived with a pure 
bottom-up approach are fine-tuned a posteriori, to reproduce experiments or 
phenomenological properties of a particular system. Under both approximations, the vast 
majority of the models use classical terms found in all-atom force fields, namely harmonic 
potentials for bonded terms [124•,127–130,142], and one or more expression (mostly 
Lenard-Jones, Coulomb, but also ad hoc potentials [129]) to reproduce non-bonded 
interactions (see Table 1 for a global view). 

In more detail, and beyond the popular oxDNA, 3SPN, and SIRAH top-down models, 
Pasquali and Derreumaux extended their RNA model named HiRE-RNA to dsDNA [129], 



modifying the equilibrium values of the bond and angle interactions and adjusting the 
hydrogen bond terms. The model is useful in DNA folding and self-assembly of small 
oligomers. Only few months ago, the group of Marrink published a new MARTINI-DNA force-
field [124•], which uses six beads per pyrimidines and seven beads per purines, and an elastic 
network to preserve the secondary structure (limiting the applicability of the model out of 
canonical helices). On the other hand, two pure bottom-up models were recently published. 
V  caut   n’s g  u  [126] derived the interactions potentials between CG sites using a 
combined Iterative Boltzmann Inversion (IBI) and Newton Inversion (NI) schemes to fit all-
atom MD simulations. This promising model, with back-mapping capabilities, was able to 
correctly reproduce ring closure probabilities and mini-circle topologies. Nordenskiöld and 
coworkers [127] used an Inverse Monte Carlo (IMC) algorithm to derive the set of CG 
interactions from all-atom MD simulations. The model reproduced correctly the salt-
dependent persistence length of DNA. Finally, other two interesting hybrid (bottom-up / top-

down) m d ls w      c ntly  ublish d:  ch  aga’s g  u , wh   xt nd d the NARES-2P [150] 
model to reproduce DNA folding starting from two short single-stranded oligomers [128]; and 
Aksimentiev and coworkers [148] who published a model for ssDNA based on IBI from MD 
simulations, refined by fine tuning the parameters to reproduce experimentally measured 
radii of gyration.  

No matter the approach used to derive the force-field, nor the final application of the 
model, one of the key difficulties specific to the DNA coarse graining is the correct handling of 
long-range electrostatics, something that is crucial to correctly represent one of the most 
highly charged naturally occurring polyelectrolytes [151]. Only a few models incorporate 
electrostatic explicitly [127,128,130,141•] assigning partial charges to the DNA beads, but in 
all the cases the environment around DNA has been taken into account at some degree, by 
using implicit or explicit approaches. Most models used implicit Langevin dynamics (with 
increased viscosity of the medium) coupled to the Debye-Hückel approach (when 
electrostatics is explicitly taken into account) to treat the ionic strength (Table 1). While in 
most cases the solvent is treated as a continuum, some explicit models for water and ions 
have been developed to work with specific coarse-grained models. For example, the WT4 
model, which condenses 11 water molecules in four beads, was meant to work in conjunction 
with the SIRAH force-field [142]. In the same way, the regular and polarized water models by 
Marrink’s group, where each bead represents four water molecules, have been developed to 
work with the MARTINI force-field [124•].  



The latest developments in the field are addressed to mix protein and DNA CG models 
to allow the calculation of protein-DNA complexes, or even medium-size chromatin fibers. In 
this regard, th  n w m d l f  m th  Ma  ink’s g  u  [124•] completes the MARTINI force-
field, allowing the unified CG simulation of DNA, proteins, water, carbohydrates, ions and 
lipids. The model developed by Nguyen and coworkers was thought to combine with ePRIME 
[152], and be delivered as BioModi [149], a unified CG force-field for DNA, proteins and 
general polymers. The DNA model from Scheraga’s group [128] was derived with the same 
philosophy used to derive the UNRES [153] force-field for proteins, and is expected to be 
compatible. Finally, the incorporation of proteins to the SIRAH force-field [154], allows the 
comprehensive simulation of DNA, proteins, water and ions in a multiscale (all-atom/coarse-
grain) manner [125••].  

In the nanotechnological field, the mentioned models have been used to understand 
the 3-dimensional arrangements of self-assemblies of large DNA nanostructures like 
nanotetrahedrons, three-armed star motif, and other macromolecular conformations 
belonging to the domains of DNA origami [136]. Advances have also been made in the field of 
DNA nanodevices like for example nanotweezers [136,138], where hybridization dynamics 
has been described in terms of strand-exchange, internal displacement, and zippering. Burnt-
bridges DNA motors have also been simulated by means of coarse-grain models [137]. 
Denaturation and renaturation has been studied in crowded or confined spaces, also 
highlighting the existence of a zippering and slithering mechanism underlying DNA 
hybridization [140,141•,149]. Hybridization is also a crucial mechanism in DNA replication 
and translation. In this regard, several coarse-grained models were applied to understand 
certain processes of biological interest, like duplex formation starting from short ssDNA 
oligomers [127,131,132,142]. Other models have shown to be useful in reproducing the 
structure of DNA/RNA duplexes [129], or structural properties such as the sequence-
dependent/salt-dependent persistence length [127,131,132], or the DNA curvature. The 
model from Vercauteren and coworkers was able to reproduce the topology of several DNA 
mini-circles with different link numbers, simulated using explicit K+Cl- ions [126]. 
Commendable examples have been reported from the use of unified CG force-fields, with 
systems including DNA, proteins, explicit water and ions [124•], and hybrid MM/CG 
approaches [125••]. 

 

MESOSCOPIC STUDIES 



On a larger scale, DNA of around 1m in length (in human cell) has to compress into a 
nucleus of ~6  mm in diameter. The first level of compaction (by a factor ~1.7) is achieved by 
wrapping 147 bp of duplex DNA around a histone octamer forming the nucleosome. 
Nucleosomes are connected by 20–80 bp long linkers forming a nucleosome string called 
chromatin. Early in vitro experiments [155] suggested the compaction of the nucleosome 
string into a 30 nm fiber, but the situation in vivois probably more complex (Figure 1) and 
depends on many variables such as the linker length, ionic environment, the 
presence/absence of linker histones and the effect of chromatin remodelers [156,157]. 
General consensus is that chromatin probably adopts dynamically a mix of structures 
depending on the cell activity [158,159]. This fluidity helps the cell to modulate chromatin 
accessibility and accordingly the DNA expression level [158], but complicates the theoretical 
description of the in vivo chromatin structure. Despite recent advances, even coarse-grained 
methods are unable to manage the size and complexity of chromatin. In this section we will 
review recent theoretical models specifically developed to study chromatin organization.  

We can divide computational approaches of chromatin structure into three basic 
models: bottom-up, top-down and intermediate. The bottom-up approaches make use of the 
atomistic properties of nucleosome and linker DNA. Properties like electrostatics and accurate 
three-dimensional shape of the constituents are transferred into a coarse-grained model of 
chromatin. Multiple nucleosomes with their linker DNA are connected to create kbp long 
chains which are used to simulate compaction, accessibility and other chromatin features 
under different internal parameters such as variations in DNA linker length [156,160], ionic 
environment [157,161], presence of linker histones [163] and different intra- and inter-chain 
physical interactions [156,157,160–164].  In the top-down models the chromatin structure is 
derived by implementing experimental restraints coming from chromosome conformation 
capture techniques into a simple model of the chromatin fiber. Techniques such as Hi-C [165] 
provide low resolution (at best 1 kb with in-situ Hi-C [166]) information on prevalent contacts 
of the chromatin fiber which, transformed into distance or spatial contact restraints, can be 
used to visualize the target chromatin region. There are in general two modeling strategies to 
convert the experimental output into a three-dimensional object (recently reviewed in[167]). 
One category of models directly transforms the contacts analytically into a single 3D structure 
while another set of models uses optimization-based methods to generate multiple possible 
configurations [167]. Introduction of higher level of detail can be achieved by the 
intermediate chain-of-beads approach, which involves two features: small-scale chromatin 
properties and overall genome organization based on experimental results, for example from 



Hi-C [165], FISH [168] or cryo-EM [159] experiments. At this scale chromatin is usually 
modeled as a polymer chain (one monomer unit can comprise less than one kb [169•] up to 
several kb's [170,171]) with energy terms representing intra- and inter-chain interactions 
and incorporating specific constraints (for example nucleus size, general chromatin shape or 
Hi-C contacts) [171–173]. Constant improvement in Hi-C techniques [166] and the recent 
irruption of ultra-resolution fluorescence microscopy in the field [174] suggests that there is 
room for th  ‘int  m diat ’ a    ach t  improve thelevel of resolution, with the long-range 
objective to reach atleastnucleosome-level resolution. 

Different coarse-grained models of DNA and nucleosome have recentlybeen developed 
in the scope of the bottom-up approach. For example, Nordenskiöld´s group presented a 
novel model of the nucleosome (Figure 3a) with flexible histone tails and detailed 
representation of nucleosomal DNA to probe the influence of mono-, di- and trivalent 
counterions in intra- and internucleosomal interactions [157]. The model was extended in a 
multiscale study to a super-coarse-grained representation of the nucleosome which made it 
possible to study aggregation of an ensemble of up to 5000 nucleosomes [175•]. Schlick and 
coworkers developed a coarse-grained chromatin model (Figure 3b) which incorporates (in 
addition to an excluded volume term) a Debye-Hückel representation of the nucleosome core 
particle as well as flexible histone tails, linker histones and linker DNA represented by means 
of a worm-like chain model [176]. The Schlick model allows to study quite long (~50 
nucleosomes) fibers [177] and has been used to study, for example, the influence of linker 
histone H1 [178], the DNA linker length [156], or the effect of certain epigenetic modifications 
on chromatin arrangement [117••].  Finally, worth to mention is the work by Müller et al. 
[160] who simulated a fiber where nucleosomes are represented as cylinders connected by a 
chain of linker DNA spheres. 

Trying to move from the bottom-up to the intermediate l v l Ohyama’s group 
developed a model using a 'beads-on-a-string'-like representation of the chromatin fiber 
(Figure 3c) where linker DNA corresponds to a chain of beads (each bead has 2 nm in 
diameter; 6 bp/bead) and nucleosomes are modeled as spheres with nucleosomal DNA 
wrapped around it [179•]. Persistence lengths of individual linker DNA pieces were used to 
account for elastic bending of the linker DNA. Chromatin chains were grown with Monte Carlo 
methods and filtered according to the size of the nucleus. Despite the lack of electrostatic and 
accurate steric interactions in the model the group was able to build a reasonable model of the 
yeast chromatin [179•]. 



Within the pure intermediate methods the objective is to move to much longer models 
than those accessible to the bottom-up approach, relying on the experimental data to correct 
the intrinsic limitations of the simple physical model used [159,165,168].  Quite surprisingly, 
very simple polymer models such as C-SAC [173] are able to reproduce well some 
experimental details on chromatin compaction such as the observed scaling behavior of 
contact probability vs. genomic distance in interphase human chromatin just by introducing 
restrictions on the nuclear volume. Similarly, Gehlen et al. [172] were able to reproduce 
overall structural architecture of yeast chromatin by putting spatial constraints involving the 
positions of centromers, telomeres and nucleolus. 

Trying to gain higher resolution and to introduce more details on chromatin 
c m  siti n D kk  ’s g  u  d v l   d a   lym   m d l (Figu   3d) t  match th   bs  v d 
Hi-C data of human mitotic chromosomes [169•]. Chromatin was represented as a polymer 
chain of 128,000 beads (600 bp per bead). Attractive and repulsive Lenard-Jones potentials 
capture the interactions of the polymer. The potential was softened at short distances so that 
monomers can pass through each other to mimic topoisomerase II action. Additional 
restraints to promote looping and spatial elastic constraints to attract the polymer towards 
the central axis of the confined volume were set to match best the experimental Hi-C data. 
Nic d mi’s g  u  d v l   d an alt  nativ  m d l bas d  n a s lf-avoiding polymer chain of 
20 kb beads [170] which includes the possibility to incorporate the effect of diffusive binders. 
Thosebinder particles can float in solution or bind to the chain modulatinglocal properties of 
the fiber (Figure 3e). By tuning the parameters the chromatin chain can respond to different 
environmental conditions and can guide the chain into certain structural configurations, 
which was successfully applied to the representation of human mitotic chromatin [170]. Jost 
et al. [171] introduced a block co-polymer model (each monomer represents 10 kbp of DNA) 
which incorporates epigenomic features into a continuous polymer model (Figure 3f). Specific 
attractive interactions between monomers within a certain segment simulate the nature of 
each epigenomic domain. The model incorporates Hi-C restraints and has been successfully 
used in the study of Drosophila chromatin structure [171].  

As computer power increases and as experimental data increase in resolution, we can 
expect the irruption of multiscale approaches [117••,179•] to guide the future development 
of in-silico chromatin models. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Increase in computer power and improvement in algorithms allow us to dream on the 



possibility of gaining a holistic view of DNA from theoretical calculations. We can envision a 
near future where, by moving in a continuum of methodologies, we will be able to explore 
from fine details of the electronic distributions at a given DNA step, to large chromatin 
rearrangements occurring throughout the cell cycle. Fast hardware, powerful algorithms, and 
clever integration of experimental data will be needed to make those expectations real. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1. Key features of the main CG DNA models developed or widely used in the last 3 
years.  
Name / Group of 
the model 

Number 
of beads 
per base 

Max. num. 
base / 
base-
pairs 
simulated 

Type of 
potential 
 

DNA 
environmen
t 
 

Other 
components 
 

Main 
application 

oxDNA 
Ouldridge 

2 beads 
with 4 
interaction 
sites. 
(2 total). 

6200 
bp(dsDNA
). 

Top-down. 
Fitted to 
melting 
temp. + 
ssDNA and 
dsDNA 
structure. 

Implicit 
solvent + 
500 nM 
added salt 
(Langevin 
dynamics). 
 

No. ssDNA. 
dsDNA. 
Nanotechnolog
y. 
Biology. 
Crowded 
systems. 

SIRAH 
Pantano 

2 beads 
backbone. 
1 bead 
sugar. 
3 beads 
base. 
(6 total). 

104 bp 
(dsDNA). 

Top-down. 
Fitted to 
melting 
temp. + 
dsDNA 
structure. 
Harmonic 
bonds and 
angles. 
Coulomb + 
LJ. 

Explicit 
(WT4) and 
implicit 
solvent + 
Debye-
Hückel. 
Explicit ions. 
 

Water. 
Ions. 
Proteins. 

ssDNA. 
dsDNA. 
Biology. 

3SPN.0/ 
1/2/2C 
de Pablo 

1 bead 
backbone. 
1 bead 
sugar. 
1 bead 
base. 
(3 total). 

144 bases 
(ssDNA). 
1490 
bp(dsDNA
). 

Top-down. 
Fitted to 
thermal 
denaturatio
n exp. 
Harmonic 
bonds and 
angles. 
Coulomb + 
non-bonded. 

Implicit 
solvent 
(Langevin) + 
Debye-
Hückel. 

No. ssDNA. 
dsDNA. 
Biology. 
Nanotechnolog
y. 
Confined DNA. 

BioModi 
Nguyen 

1 bead 
backbone. 
1 bead 
sugar. 
1 bead 
base. 
(3 total). 

350 bases 
(ssDNA). 
32 bp 
(dsDNA). 

Top-down. 
Fitted to MD 
and exp. 
structures. 
Discrete MD 
potentials. 

Implicit 
solvent + 
Debye-
Hückel. 

Proteins. 
Polymers. 
 

ssDNA. 
dsDNA. 
Biology and 
Nanotechnolog
y. 
Crowded 
systems. 

MARTINI 
Marrink 

1 bead 
backbone. 
2 beads 
sugar. 
3 beads Y. 
4 beads R. 
(6/7 total). 
 

40 bases 
(ssDNA). 
100 bp 
(dsDNA). 

Top-down / 
bottom-up. 
Fitted to 
densities of 
liquids, 
partition 
coefficients, 
and MD. 
Harmonic 
bonds and 
angles + 
elastic 
network. 

Explicit 
solvent and 
ions. 

Lipids. 
Water. 
Polarized 
water. 
Carbohydrate
s. 
Polymers. 
Ions. 
Proteins. 

ssDNA. 
dsDNA. 
Biology. 

UNRES like-DNA 1 bead 60 bases Bottom-up / Implicit Proteins. ssDNA. 



Scheraga backbone. 
1 bead 
sugar. 
4 beads C. 
5 beads G 
and T. 
6 beads A. 
(6/7/8 
total). 

(ssDNA). 
60 
bp(dsDNA
). 

Top-down. 
Non-linear 
PLS 
algorithm to 
fit all-atom 
PMF 
calculations 
+ reproduce 
B-DNA 
structure. 
Harmonic 
bonds + 
angles. 
LJ-like + 
electrostatic
s. 

solvent + 
Debye-
Hückel. 
 

DNA (coarser 
level: Nares-
2P). 

dsDNA. 
Biology 

HiRe-DNA 
Derreumaux 

3 beads 
backbone. 
2 beads 
sugar. 
1 bead Y. 
2 beads R. 
(6/7 total). 

16 
bp(dsDNA
). 

Top-down. 
Fitted to 
exp. 
structures 
(NDB). 
Harmonic 
bonds and 
angles. 
Modified LJ 
+ Hbond 
terms. 

Implicit 
solvent. 

RNA (HiRe-
RNA). 

dsDNA. 
Biology. 

Nordenskiöld Central 
bead 
represents 
4 sugars + 
4 bases. 
4 beads 
phosphate
s. 
(5 total). 

200 bp 
(dsDNA). 

Bottom-up. 
Fitted to MD 
by IMC 
method. 
Harmonic 
bonds and 
angles. 
Coulomb + 
LJ. 
 

Explicit ions. 
Implicit 
solvent 
(Langevin 
dynamics). 

Ions. dsDNA. 
Biology. 

Aksimentiev 1 bead 
backbone. 
1 bead 
base. 
(2 total). 

200 bases 
(ssDNA). 

Bottom-up / 
Top-down. 
Fitted to MD 
by IBI 
method + 
radius of 
gyration. 
 

Implicit 
solvent 
(Langevin 
dynamics). 
Implicit ions. 

No. ssDNA. 
Biology. 
 

Vercauteren 1 bead. 
(1 total). 

500 
bp(dsDNA
) linear 
and 
circular. 

Bottom-up. 
Fitted to MD 
by IBI and 
NI methods. 

Implicit 
solvent. 
Explicit ions. 

Ions. dsDNA. 
Biology. 
Mini-circles. 

Stachiewicz&Mols
ki 

2 beads 
backbone. 
1 bead 
sugar. 
3 beads 
base. 
(6 total). 
SIRAH 
scheme. 

 Top-down. 
SIRAH 
potential 
with 
modified 
parameters. 

Explicit 
solvent and 
ions from 
MARTINI ff. 

Water. 
Ions. 

dsDNA. 
Nanotechnolog
y. 
 

 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 
Figure 1. Global scheme illustrating the intrinsic multiscale nature of DNA. The models and 
applications discussed thorough this work are sorted in this scheme according to five 
dimensions: i) The time scale that each model is able to sample; ii) The size of the systems; iii) 
The methodological space; iv) The resolution of the models available at each level; and, 
depicted in the diagonal, v) a representation of the models used to tackle DNA properties at 
different levels. Each representation is accompanied by a legend showing an approximate 
range of applicability, and limitations. Four applications are highlighted; (a) the combined 
QM/MM w  k f  m th  Magist at ’s g  u , w    a P  t in-DNA complex with a DNA lesion is 
studied in detail (adapted with permission from [18]). (b) Holliday-junction simulated with 
the new parmBSC1 refined force-field for DNA simulations, adapted from [44••]. (c) LacI-DNA 
dynamics by multiscale simulations using the SIRAH force-field from Pantan ’s g  u  
(adapted with permission from [125••]). (d) The model from Schlick and coworkers was used 
to study the chromatin fiber dynamics. Chromatin fibers in the canonical and hairpin-like 
conformations are depicted, adapted with permission from [156]. 

 

Figure 2. Mapping strategies for coarse-grained DNA from different models, as illustrated by 
the corresponding authors. (a) Model developed by Marrink and coworkers. Pyrimidines are 
represented with six beads and purines with seven beads. Adapted with permission from 
[124•]. (b) The model of Nordenskiöld and coworkers used five beads per bps to represent 
dsDNA. Adapted with permission from [127]. (c) Model from Derreumaux and coworkers. Six 
and seven beads are used to represent pyrimidines and purines respectively. Adapted with 
permission from [129]. (d)  xDNA m d l f  m Ould idg ’s g  u . Tw  b ads, with f u  
interaction sites are used to represent each base. Adapted with permission from [137]. (e) 
SIRAH model from Pantano and coworkers. 6 beads per base are used to reduce the 
complexity. Adapted with permission from [142]. (f) Model developed by Nguyen and 
coworkers. Three beads are used per base. (g) DNA m d l f  m  ch  aga’s g  u . Bas s a   
represented by six to eight beads. Adapted with permission from [128]. (h) Model from 
Aksim nti v’s g  u . In this singl -strand coarse-grained representation of DNA each base is 
reproduced by two beads. Adapted with permission from [148]. (i) 3SPN model of de Pablo 
and coworkers. Each base is represented by three beads. Adapted with permission from 
[180]. 



 

Figure 3. Illustrations of different bottom-up, mixed, and intermediate mesoscale models. (a) 
In the advanced nucleosome model of Nordenskiöld each amino acid is represented as a bead 
while the nucleosomal DNA is modeled as illustrated in Figure 2b; adapted with permission 
from [157]. (b) Schlick's group represents the nucleosome core as a charged irregular surface, 
whit flexible histone tails (five beads per tail), shown in yellow, purple, green, blue and 
orange. The linker histone consists of three beads (shown in turquoise), the linker DNA is a 
chain of beads comprising 10 bp per beads (shown in red); adapted with permission from 
[156]; (c) Chromatin model of Ohyama's group. DNA is illustrated as a worm-like chain 
(shown in blue; six bp per bead) and wrapped around rigid spherical nucleosome core 
particles (shown in red) with a specific entry-exit angle; adapted with permission from 
[179•](d) The model of Dekker's group reduces the details of chromatin to a polymer chain of 
128,000 spheres with 10 nm in diameter (600 bp per bead) to reproduce  Hi-C results; 
adapted with permission from [169•](e) The 'strings and binders switch' model of Nicodemi 
and coworkers uses a self-avoiding worm-like chain of 512 spherical beads (20 kb per bead) 
while beads can act as a binding site (blue) for diffusive binders (red); adapted with 
permission from [170](f) Block copolymer model of Jost et al. Chromatin is modeled as a self 
avoiding bead-spring polymer of up to 131 monomers (10 kbp per monomer) while specific 
attractive short-range interactions between a monomers of the same color account for 
different epigenomic states in the model; adapted with permission from [171]. 
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